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The innovation is directed to an expandable stent for implantation in a body lumen, such 

as an artery.A stent is a small hollow metallic wire mesh which is placed in choked 

coronary arteries to help keep them distended to ensure sufficient flow of blood. A stent, 

the key element of such a treatment – called angioplasty – is inserted and placed into the 

artery in crimped state by means of a catheter and are deployed by means of balloon. The 

deployment is done by expanding the balloon such that the stent undergoes plastic 

deformation to dilate the clogged artery and holds it from constricting. During stent 

deployment, radially out-worldly acting forces applied to the stent deform the U-shaped 

structures in the circumferential direction there by producing radial expansion of 

respective cylindrical elements. In this deformation of balloon is ignored and is replaced 

by a rigid growing/shrinking cylinder in the finite element software. In the deployment 

step, the cylinder is expanded such that the radius grows three times its original size. The 

stent which is generally made of Stainless steel (SS316) is modeled with isotropic elastic-

plastic material and analyzed Using NASTRAN finite element software for deformations 

and stresses. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Coronary heart disease is one of the most common and serious effects of aging. Fatty 

deposits build up in blood vessel walls and narrow the passageway for the movement of 

blood. The resulting condition, called atherosclerosis, potentially leads to blockage of the 

coronary arteries and a heart attack. Atherosclerosis is a focal inflammatory chronic 

disease that affects the elastic and large to medium sized muscular arteries. It involves a 

generic thickening and loss of elasticity of arterial walls thus hardening of the arteries. 

When a coronary artery (an artery feeding the heart muscle) is narrowed by a buildup of 

fatty deposits called plaque, it can reduce blood flow. If blood flow is reduced to the heart 

muscle, chest pain can result. If a clot forms and completely blocks the blood flow to part 

of the heart muscle, a heart attacks results. 

 

Lifestyle changes are often the best treatment for atherosclerosis. But sometimes, 

medication or surgical procedures may be recommended as well. Various drugs can slow 

down - or sometimes even reverse - the effects of atherosclerosis although too often more 

aggressive treatment is needed. Severe coronary heart disease needs bypass surgery or 

angioplasty. 

 

Abstract 
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Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting (CABG), generally called bypass surgery, is the 

surgical creation of a new blood flow path by re-routing the flow of blood thus 

overcoming the blockage. 

This procedure is very invasive as it is often needed, not just a sternotomy, but also to 

stop the patient’s heart and connect it to the heart-lung machine for extra corporeal 

circulation. 

 

Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty (PTA) 1 is a minimally invasive procedure 

aiming at reopening a blocked o narrowed vessel. Using imaging techniques, a balloon 

tipped catheter (i.e., a long thin plastic tube) is guided into an artery or vein and advanced 

to target lesion. The balloon is inflated compressing the plaque against the artery walls 

enlarging the vessel’s occlusion, then it is deflated and removed, as shown in Figure 1.In 

order to prevent the vessel’s re closure, a metallic scaffold, called stent, is placed in situ 

to support arterial walls. Inflating the balloon deploys the stent, which remains expanded 

to keep the vessel opened. 

 

 
Figure 1: Angioplasty process 

 

Complete recovery of the vessel lumen would be the ideal result of an angioplasty, but 

the more typical result is a 30% residual lumen stenosis. 

In order to avoid the elastic recoil of vessel walls, as the balloon is removed, the tissue 

damage (arterial dissection and abrupt closure) and the possible restenosis, a stent is 

placed on the balloon. The stent acts as a support to the arterial wall: as the balloon is 

gradually inflated, the stent expands, embeds itself into the arterial wall and, after the 

balloon deflation, and is left in situ to prevent the plaque to reclose (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Stent insertion and deployment 

A: The delivery system is placed in stenotic region 

B: As the balloon is gradually inflated, the stent expands, embeds itself into the arterial 

wall. 

C: After the balloon deflation, the stent is left in situ to prevent the plaque to reclose. 

The stent’s wire mesh, in its expanded state, allows maintaining a pathway for blood. 

Stents are crimped on a folded balloon (generally three-or-six-folded balloon) to reduce 

the crossing profile in order to reach each stenotic region. 

 

2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING PROCEDURE OF STENT INSERTION AND 

DEPLOYMENT 

The stenting procedure consists in five different steps: 

• Guide wire insertion 

• Stent/balloon movement over the guide wire 

• Balloon inflation and following stent deployment 

• Balloon deflation 

• Balloon and guide wire removal 

In the methodology developed in this paper the first and the last steps have been ignored 

in order to focus only on the stent insertion and deployment. 

A finite-element analysis requires the geometry and material properties of the stent and 

blood vessel and appropriate loading conditions to simulate the stenting procedure, as 

described below. 

Stent/balloon model 

A simple stent of internal radius of 0.92 mm with wire thickness 0.08 mm and length 

6.96 mm is modelled using MSC SIMXERT and meshed with 8 node brick elements. The 

mesh contains 1014 brick elements, 4 spring elements and 4913 nodes. A rigid 

cylindrical surface of 1.0 mm internal radius and 7.0 mm long is modelled which 

simulates the balloon. 
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The finite element mesh of the beam-plate structure with the rigid cylinder is shown in 

figure 3 

 
Figure 3:Stent and balloon model 

Element Modelling 

 

The stent is modelled with lower-order solid brick elements (CHEXA). The non-linear 

extension is activated by using the PSLDN1 property option in conjunction with the 

regular PSOLID property option in the SIMXPERT. 

Material modelling 

The stent which is generally made of Stainless steel (SS316) is modelled with isotropic, 

elastic-plastic material using the MAT1 and MATEP options. The elasticity modulus is 

taken as 2.9E+07 N/mm2 with the Poisson’s ratio as 0.28. The yield stress is taken as 205 

N/mm2 with the plastic modulus as 3.2E+05 N/mm2 

Loading and Boundary Conditions 

The stent is constrained to prevent rigid body motion through spring elements as shown 

in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Loading and Boundary Conditions of Stent 
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The central node is fixed which is connected to specific peripheral nodes through spring 

elements. And two sets of selected peripheral nodes at one end of the model are arrested 

for movement in different directions such that the rigid body rotations about all the three 

axes are arrested as shown.SPC represents single point constraint. 

.. 

SPC1 1    123456     5405 

SPC1 2    12              2832    3196 

SPC1 3      1              2978    3122 

.. 

The stent is modelled as a deformable contact body and the rigid cylinder is modelled as 

a rigid contact body using respective BCBODY entries. The rigid body growth factor is 

specified in a table for the y and z components such that the radius of the cylinder 

enlarges and then shrinks with time.The TABLED1 entry is used for defining the table of 

growth factor with respect to time. As can be seen, the growth factor is set as 1.0 at 

time=0.0 units; 3.0 at time=1.0 units and 2.0 at time=2.0 units. The total time of analysis 

is 2.0 units. 

 

Solution Procedure 
 

FE is a common tool for the computational analysis of stents, and engineering design in 

general. Compared to analytical methods, it has the advantage of providing stress 

distributions within the stent; it is possible to model contact with other structures such as 

the balloon and artery; and the model can account for elastic, plastic, and other properties 

of the stent.It is to be noted that the stent nodes enters and leaves contact often during this 

contact intensive analysis. The specification of the distance tolerance and the bias factor 

can largely influence the duration of analysis. Moreover, during the shrink operation it 

can be noticed that the stent is relatively free to move and is restrained only by the soft 

springs provided for arresting rigid body motion. This does not affect the real scenario 

where is stent normally clings on to the blood vessel. 

 

The SOL400 nonlinear procedure is employed, the parameters of which are defined 

through theNLSTEP entry in simxpert which is input to the solver. NASTRAN is used 

for solving nonlinear equations for stresses and deformations. The NLSTEP keyword is 

followed by the identification number entry and by the total time of the analysis which is 

2.0. 

 

The key features of the analysis performed are the presence of non-linearity, due to large 

deformations and complex contact problem. NASTRAN sol 400 implicit nonlinear 

proved perfectly suited for the solution of quasi-static problems, especially those 

involving extremely complex contact conditions, as the balloon inflation procedure. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A simulation strategy considering the insertion of a stent system over a guide wire ina 

straight coronary bifurcation has been proposed. The deployment of the u-shaped stent, 

after having it positioned into a straight segment of the atherosclerotic coronary artery, 
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has proved to be very promising since the plaque is pressed against the arterial walls 

restoring the patency of the stenosed vessel. The nonlinear equivalent stress is plotted 

over the displaced stent at the end of expansion in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5Nonlinear Equivalent Stress Plot on Deformed Mesh at the End of Expansion 

 (time = 1.0) –Isometric View 

 

Recoil was found to be a difficult parameter to compare and analyse, although it is an 

important design consideration. The un-deformed stent is shown for comparison in Figure 

6. 

 

The analysis techniques and knowledge presented here is most relevant for the design of 

stents. In some ways, stent design has stagnated after the drug eluting stent revolution 

that occurred a decade ago. The mechanical design of stents has remained relatively 

unchanged for even longer. Perhaps there is an opportunity for a total mechanical 

redesign of stents, derived from intentional design and optimization of all design 

parameters. In addition to medical devices, there are other deployable structures where 

lattice-based analysis of plastic structures may be useful.  
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Figure 6 Nonlinear Equivalent Stress (Residual Stress) Plot on Deformed Mesh at the 

End of Recoil(time = 2.0) – Isometric View 

 

This study supports the use of computer-based finite-element analysis as a pre-

clinicaltesting methodology to analysis the biomechanical attributes of balloon 

expandable stents. The proposed virtual design space has the potential to significantly 

speed-up the design phase and to provide physicians with additional information to 

compare different designs (from different manufacturers) in an objective manner. 
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